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ESTIMATION OF MAXIMUM WAVE CHARACTERISTICS 
IN THE VANPHONG BAY AREA, KHANHHOA PROVINCE 

LE DfNH MAU 

Summwy : Estimation of maximum wave characteristics in a particular nearshore 

area have an important role of" economic. tourism developments and environmental protection 

such as design of marine structures. transportation, fisheries and mari-culture, recreation, 

etc. for sustainable exploitation of th e coastal zone. This paper presents the distribution of 

calculated wave characteristics in th e Vanphong Bay area for typical maximum wind fields , 

which were taken from Nhatrang Meteorological Station during 1986 to 2000. Typical Tubong 

wind fields were taken fimn th e investigation report of the Mete-Hydrological Service in 

Nhatrang. Dolphin and SWA N models estimated wave characteristics in the offshore and 

nearshore regions. respectively. Study results show that the Vanphong Bay area was strongest 

aff'ected by wave action in case of nwxirnum incoming winds in the sector Fom NW to E 

directions, and slightly aff'ected by the remaining incoming wind directions. Maximum wind 

field (V = 28 m/s, Direction = NE) genemted significant wave height of greater than 2 m 

which covered the most parts of Vanphong Bay area. the coastline fi"om Honkhoi Cape to 

Banthang Cape was subjected to wave action with significant wave height of 3- 6 m. Typical 

Tubong windfield (V = 20 mls. Direction = NW) genemted significant wave height of 0.5 -

1.5 min Bengoi and 1.5 - 2.5111 in Vanphong Bay areas. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the Vanphong Bay area is become the most attractive area for 

economic and tourism development such as marine structures, transportation, fisheries, 

mari-culture, recreation, etc. Knowledge and acc urate estimates of the distribution of wave 

characteristics, especially during typical maximum wind conditions are an important role 

for sustainable exploitation and development of the study area. Distribution of wave 

characteristics in the Vanphong Bay area was studied by Le Dinh Mau (2003), but the 

study considered only the propagation processes of incoming waves from offshore region 

and not consider the new wave generated processes by local winds. Therefore, 

necessitating detailed studies on the distribution of wave characteristics in the Vanphong 

Bay area during typical maximum wind conditions. The present study applied the 

following wave numerical models : 

- Dolphin model to estimate wave characteristics in the offshore region. 
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- SWAN model to estimate wave characteristics in the nearshore region. 

For incoming wind directions, in which Vanphong Bay mouth are exposed to the 

open sea such as N, NE, E, SE and S. The boundary conditions of SWAN model were 

wave characteristics in the offshore region which were estimated by Dolphin model and 

local wind fields . Whereas, in case of incoming wind directions from landmass such as W, 

NW the boundary conditions of SWAN model were local wind fi eld only. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

1. Computation of wave characteristics in offshore region 

Numerical wave model - Dolphin (Mandai and Holthuijsen, 1985) is used to estimate 

w'ave characteristics in the offshore region. The energy balance equation for wind waves 

from direction (8) can be expressed as: 

(1.1) 

Where, 

E 1 (8) = the directional energy density of wind waves propagating in the direction 

considered (m2/rad.) 

S 1(8) = the rate of change of E 1(8 ) induced by wind. If E 1 is less than some upper 

limit, it represents growth, otherwise decay (m 2/rad/s) . 

S2(f,8) = the rate of transfer of 2-dimensional swell energy E2 to the wind wave 
) 

fi eld at the same frequency (m-/rad/Hz/s). 

8 = direction from which wave component approach the point of forecast (Rad) . 

f = frequency (Hz). 

The energy equation for swell from the direction (8 ) is express as: 

(1.2) 

Where, 

E2(f,8) = the two-dimensional energy density of a swell component with frequency 

(f) , propagating in the direction (8) (m 2/rad/Hz/s) . 
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S11 =the rate of change ofE2 conesponding to S1 when S1 is negative 

S2 = the rate of change of transfer of swell energy E2 to be zero or positive 

(m2/rad/Hz/s) . 

S3 = the rate of change of swell energy due to swell -bottom interaction, used only 

for shallow water. 

- Input data : Location of calculated point, wind (velocity, duration). 

- Output data : Significant wave height (H5), spectral wave period (T p), coefficient of 

spectral directional spreading (DSPR) and wave direction (8). 

2. Computation of wave characteristics in nearshore region 

Wave characteristics in the Vanphong Bay area were computed by SWAN 

(S,imulating WAves Nearshore) model which is a third - generation wave model (Booij, et 

al., 1999) with which realistic estimates of wave parameters in coastal areas, lakes and 

estuaries from given wind, bottom, and current conditions can be obtained. 

a. Action balance equation 

The evo lution of the wave spectrum is described by the spectral action balance equation, 

which, for Cartesian coordinate, is (Hasselmann et al. , 1973) 

a a a a a s 
-N+-C N +-C N+-C N+-C N =at ax X ay )' a(j' cr ae f) (j' (2.1) 

The first tenn in the left hand side of Eq . 2.1 represents the local rate of change of 

action density (N) in time, the second and third term represent propagation of action in 

geographical space (with propagation velocit ies Cx and Cy in x and y space, respectively). 

The fourth tenn represents shifting of the relative frequency due to variations in depths 

and cunents (with propagation velocity Ccr in cr space) . The fifth term represents depth-

induced and current-induced refraction (with propagation velocity C0 in 8 space). The 

term S = S( cr,8) at the right hand side of the action balance equation is the source term in 

term of energy density representing the effects of generation, dissipation and nonlinear 

wave-wave interactions. 

b. Wind input 

Transfer of wind energy to the waves is described with the resonance mechanism 

and the feedback mechanism. The conesponding source term for these mechanisms is 

commonly described as the sum of linear and exponential growth: 

Sin ( cr,8) =A+ BE ( cr,8) (2.2) 
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In which A (linear growth) and B (exponential growth) depend on wave frequency 

and direction and wind speed and direction. The effects of currents are accounted by using 

the apparent local wind speed and direction . 

*> Linear growth by wind : 

l ,S x l0-3 

A= ? [U. max(O,cos(e- e.,)]j H 
g - 2Jr 

Where 

H = exp(- (a I a· PM t) with a· PM = 
0

·
13

g 2n 
28U. 

in which , 

e ll= wind direction 

H = the fi Iter 

a PM · = peak frequency of the fully developed sea state. 

*> Exponential growth by wind: 

B=max[0,0 .25~[28 u. cos(e-e..) - l]]a 
P" C"" 

in which, 

Cp11 = the phase speed 

Pa, Pw = density of air and water, respectively. 

c. Wave energy dissipation 

(2 .3) 

(2.4) 

The dissipation term of wave energy · is represented by the summation of three 

different contributions: white capping Sc~ s .w(cr ,8) , bottom friction Sc~s .b(cr,8), and depth

induced breaking Sds,br(cr,8) . 
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-White capping is primarily control led by the steepness of the waves as follow, 

_k 
Sds,w(cr,8)=-r 0" -= E(cr ,8) 

k 

Where, r = steepness dependent coefficient 

k = wave number 

Ci, K =mean frequency and mean wave number, respectively. 

(2.5) 



- Bottom-induced dissipation may be caused by bottom friction, bottom motion, 

percolation, or backscattering on bottom irregularities. For continental shelf seas with 

sandy bottoms, the dominant mechanism appears to be bottom friction, which can 

general ly be represented as 
) 

cr 
Sctsb (cr,8) = -Cbottom E (cr,8) 

· g 2 sinh 2 (kd) 
(2 .6) 

In which, Cbottom =bottom friction coefficient 

- Depth-indt1ced wave breaking is still poorly understood and little is known about 

its spectral modeling 

s 
S ds.br (0,8) = ~br.ror E (cr,8) 

tot 

(2.7) 

In which, Etot =total wave energy 

Sds,br,tot =the rate of dissipation of Etot due to depth-induced wave breaking. 

The value of Sds,br,tot depends critically on the breaking parameter y = Hmax/d 

(Hmax is the maximum wave height in the local water depth d), in SWAN a constant 

value y = 0.73. 

d. Nonlinear wave-wave interactions 

In deep water, quadruplet wave-wave interactions dominate the evolution of the 

spectrum. They transfer wa ve energy from the spectral peak to lower frequencies (thus 

moving the peak frequency to lower values) and to higher frequencies (where the 

energy is dissipated by white capping) . In very shallow water, triad wave-wave 

interactions transfer energy from lower frequencies to higher frequencies, often 

resulting in higher harmonics. The discrete triad approximation is used in SWAN in 

each spectra l direction: 

(2.8) 

with 

sn/3 + (O',B) = max{o,a CB 2ncc~ .! 2 J sin(/J) j [E 2 (0' 12, B)- 2£(0' 12,B)E(O',B)]} (2.9) 

(2.1 0) 

where, cx E8 = tunable proportionality coefficient 
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1[ 1[ ( 0.2) fJ = --. + - tanh -
2 2 Ur 

(2.11) 

where, Ur = Ursell number 

H T 2 

r r g s 
u r = - -c=-- ---

8J27r2 d 2 
(2 .12) 

where, T = 27r I 0" , J =the interaction coefficient 

SWAN model accounts for shoaling, refraction, generation by wind, white-capping, 

triad and quadruplet wave- wave interactions, bottom friction, and depth - induced wave 

breaking. The input data for SWAN model was wave boundary conditions, which were 

taken from the results of Dolphin wave model , and local wind fields. Size of the 

computational grid was 27.4 x 45 .5 km, with resolution of 200 x 200m, which covers the 

area from 109.188°E to 109.435°E and from 12.4°N to 12.81°N (Figure 1). The spectral 

frequency (f) range was 0.052 - 1 Hz with L'lf = 0.01 Hz and range in direction (8) was 0 to 

360° with L'l8 = 10°. The output data \vere significant wave height (H5), wave period (T p), 

wave length (L), wave direction (cp). 

3. Materials 

- Bathymetry of Vanphong Bay area was taken from the hydrographic map with 

scale 1 : 50,000 published in 1967 by USA Navy. Bathymetry and features of study area 

are shown in Figure 1. 
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-Typical maximum wind velocity for incoming wind directions from the offshore 
region such as : N, NE, E, SE were taken from Nhatrang Meteorological Station ( 1986 -

2000). Typical Tubong wind fields were taken from the investigation report of the Mete

Hydrological Service in Nhatrang (Center for Mete-Hydrology in Southern Vietnam, 

1995). Table I shows the typical maximum wind fields used to estimate the maximum 

wave conditions in the Vanphong Bay area. 
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Table 1. Typical maximum wind velocity used to estimate the maximum wave conditions 

in the Vanphong Bay area. 

Serial No. Directions Maximum wind ~peed Remarks 

Ymax (m/s) 

1 N 24 From Nhatrang Station 

2 NE 28 From Nhatrang Station 

3 E 16 From Nhatrang Station 

4 SE 8 From Nhatrang Station . 
5 NW I 20 From Vangia Station 

.III. RESULTS 

1. Verification of wave models . 
To verification the accuracy of wave ri-tod~ls, we are canied out the comparison 

between measured wave characteristics at Location HD which located at : 'A= 109.29925° 

E; cp = 12.4995° N, and Depth ~ 20 i11 (Figure 1): Measured wind data at chosen times and 

the results of comparati01i are shown' in Table 2. Data in Table 2 shows that average 

relative difference between ·measured and computed significant wave heights was around 

12 %, average relative difference between measured and computed wave periods was less . ·. 
than I 0 %. Comparation results indicated that the computed results were reasonable good 

agreement with the measured ones. 

Table 2. Co1T1parison between measured and computed wave characte1istics at Location - HD 

0711/28/12/2006 1 Oh/28/12/2 006 1811/28/12/2006 . 

Times Wind: V = 6 m/s; a. :r Wind: V = 6.3 m/s; a. Wind: V = 7 m/s; a. = 
20° = 30° 20° 

Wave Hs Tp a.. Hs Tp a. Hs Tp a. 
characteristics (m) (s) (Deg.) (m) (s) (De g.) (m) (s) (De g.) 

Measured 0.42 4.6 40 0.43 4.6 46 0.44 5.8 43 

Computed 0.44 4.6 37 0.49 4.6 48 0.52 5.2 39 

Absolute 0.02 0 3 O.CJ6 0 2 0.08 0.6 4 -
difference 

Relative difference 5 0 '' 14 0 
,, 

18 10 " 

(%) 
I 
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2. Estimation of maximum wave characteristics in the offshore region of Vanphong 

Bay for typical conditions 

Maximum wave characteristics off Vanphong Bay were estimated by Dolphin wave 

model corresponding to the incoming wind directions from offshore region . These 

estimated data will be used as boundary conditions of SWAN model. The calculated 

results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Estimated wave characteristics in the offshore region ofVanphong Bay 

corresponding to maximum wind velocity for typical conditions 

Serial Maximum wind Offshore wave characteristics 

No. Directions speed (m/s) H, (m) T11 (s) DSPR (deg.) 

1 N 24 6.1 10.1 27.0 

2 NE 28 7.4 11.1 26.9 

3 E 16 3.5 8.4 27.2 

4 SE 8 1.3 5.2 27.6 

3. Distribution of maximum significant wave height in the Vanphong Bay area for 

typical maximum wind fields 

Computed maximum significant wave height patterns in the Vanphong Bay area 

(Fig. 2 to Fig. 6) shows that : 

- For maximum wind field (V = 24 m/s, Direction = N) : in the Vanphong Bay 

mouth area significant wave height was Hs ;:::: 3 - 5 m, major wave direction was NE. The 

area between Honkhoi Cape and Hondo Island significant wave height was Hs ;:::: 2 - 3 m, 

major wave direction was NW to N. In the Bengoi Bay area significant wave height was 

Hs ;:::: 1 - 2 m, major wave direction was NE. The areas of Traudam Bay, Mon and Cuabe 

Lagoons significant wave height was Hs ;:::: 1.0 - 1.5 m, major wave direction was N. In 

ge11eral, the area along the coastline from Vinashin Shipyard to Banthang Cape was 

strongest affected by wave action (Fig. 2) . 
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-For maximum wind field (V = 28 m/s, Direction= NE): in the Vanphong Bay mouth 

area significant wave height was Hs """ 5 - 7 m, major wave direction was NE. The area between 

Honkhoi Cape and Mygiang Island significant wave height was Hs """ 3 - 5 m, major wave 

direction was NE to E. Bengoi Bay area significant wave height was H5 """ 2-3m, major wave 

direction was NE. The areas ofTraudam Bay,_ Mon and Cuabe Lagoons significant wave height 

was Hs """ 1 - 2 m and major wave direction was NE. In general, the areas along the coastline 

from Honkhoi Cape to Banthang Cape was strongest affected by wave action (Fig. 3). 
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-For maximum wind field (V = 16 m/s, Direction= E): in the area ofVanphong Bay 

mouth significant wave height was Hs ;::::; 3 m, major wave direction was E. The area between 

Honkhoi Cape and Mygiang Island significant wave height was Hs ;::::; 2 - 3 m, major wave 

direction was E. Bengoi Bay area significant wave height was Hs ;::::; I - 2 m, major wave 

direction was SE. The areas ofTraudam Bay, Mon Lagoons significant wave height was Hs;::::; 

1 m, major wave direction was E. In general, the areas along the coastline from Honkhoi Cape 
to Banthang Cape and Xuantu was strongest affected by wave action (Fig. 4). 
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-For maximum wind field (V = 8 m/s, Direction= SE) :in the area ofVanphong 

Bay mouth significant wave height was Hs ~ 1 m, major wave direction was SE. The area 

between Mygiang Island and Xuantu significant wave height was Hs ~ 0.7- 1.0 m, major 

wave direction was SE. The remaining parts of Vanphong Bay area significant wave 

height was Hs :S 0.5 m, major wave direction was SE. In general , Vanphong Bay area was 

not seriously affected from wave action by incident wind direction from SE (Fig. 5). 
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- For maximum Tubong wind field (V = 20 m/s, Direction = NW) : in general, 

major wave direction was NW. In the Bengoi Bay area significant wave height was Hs ~ 

0.5 - 1.5 m, Vanphong Bay area significant wave height was Hs ~ 1.5 - 2.5 m. In general, 

Vanphong Bay area was significant affected from wave action by incident wind direction 

from NW (Fig. 6) . 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Distribution of maximt.1m wave characteristics in the Vanphong Bay area for 

typical maximum wind fields can be reported as follows : 

- Distribution of wave characteristics depends on the geographical location and 

incoming wind directions . 

- Vanphong Bay area was strongest affected by wave action in case of maximum 

incoming winds in the sector from NW to E directions and slightly affected by 

maximum incoming winds in the sector from SE to W directions . 

- Maximum wind field (V = 28 m/s, Direction = NE) generated significant wave 

height of greater than 2m which covered the most parts of the Vanphong Bay area, the 

coastline from Honkhoi Cape to Banthang Cape was subjected to wave action with 

significant wave height of 3 - 6 m. 

- Maximum wind fields (V = 24 m/s, Direction = N) and (V = 16 m/s, Direction = 

E) generated significant wave height of greater than 1.0 m which covered the most 

parts of the Vanphong Bay area, the coastline from Honkhoi Cape to Banthang Cape 

was also serious affected by wave action with significant wave height of 2 - 3 m. 

- Maximum Tubong wind field (V = 20 m/s, Direction = NW) generated 

significant wave height of 0.5 - 1.5 m in Bengoi Bay area, and of 1.5 - 2.5 m in 

Vanphong Bay area. 
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TiNH TOAN CAC D~C TRUNG SONG Cl/C D~I 
T ~I VJNH VAN PHONG, TINH KHANH HOA 

LE: DiNH MAU 

Trim tdt: Tinh tocin cac a(ic Lnmg sang qrc aqi t(li m(Jt khu V~l"C ven bidn c6 vai tro rdt 

(/l/{1/1 !rang a6i v6"i vi¢c phclt tridn kinh td, du lich WI bcio v¢ moi lru·o·ng nlnr thidt kd cac tlniy 

cong trin h, giao thong vr;in Lai, c1clnh b6t vrl nuoi tr6ng thziy scin, cac ho(lt a(Jng vui cho·i g iai tri 

tn!n biri n. .. phuc vu vi¢c qui hoach. phcir rrien bdn vzJ-ng vtlng bie.n ven bo·. Bcli bela trinh bcly s~t 

phrin b6 cc/c c1(lc mmg song tinh /Url/1 l(li Vinh Vrin Phong Ling v6"i cac aidu ki¢n g i6 qrc aqi 

aidn hinh c1tro·c th r}ng kJ hi· sJ li¢u g ir5 c1o {/qc tqi trqm Nho Trang tLI· nam 1986 adn 2000. 

TnnJng gi6 Tu Bong aidn hinh azro·c thu th(lp tz/· bcio cao chuyen ad czia Deli Khi tuong - Tlnly 

van Nam Trung b(J. Cac c;1(tc tnmg song vzlng kl10'i au·a·c tinh toan being m6 hinh s6 tri 

Dolphin, cac a(lc !rung song vimg mr6'c nang ven bo· c1zwc tinh toan bCtng m6 hinh s6 tri 

SWAN Kdt qua ngh ien czi·u cho thciy rCtng Vinh Vein ?hong bi tclc c1(Jng mqnh nhdt bo·i song 

z.lng v6·i cac Lrzron g g i6 eve c1ai co /n r6ng lz.i· N w c1dn E \'!l it bi song lac c1(Jng Ling v6·i ccic 

tnrong g i6 qrc c1qi c6 hzrcing tz'r SE c1dn W. Tnrong gi6 q rc O(zi (V = 28 mil', Hu·6ng = NE) gc~y 

ra arj cau song ln/'u hi¢u Mn hrm 2m bao triun phdn 16n dien tich czia vinh, dcii ven bo·tz'r miii 

Him Kh6i adn mzli Bizn Tlzang bi sr'mg lac c1(ing mqnh nhcit v6'i c19 cao song hil11 hi¢u h'l' 3 - 6 

m. Cia Tu Bong aidn hinh (V = 20 m/s, Hu·6ng = NW) griy ra ar) cao song lzi· 0.5 - 1.5 m tqi 

Vinh Brin G6i viz 1.5 - 2.5 111 tq11 Vinh Vein Phung. 
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